
I Like It Like That
Count: 64 Wall: 4 Level: Phrased Intermediate

Choreographer: Tamara B. Brochu (CAN) - July 2024
Music: I Like It - Alesso & Nate Smith

Sequence – A A B B A A B B*(16 counts) A A
Intro : 16 Counts

Part A – I LIKE IT

[1-8] R Dorothy step, L Dorothy Step, rock step, coaster step
1-2& RF dorothy step (wizard step)
3-4 LF dorothy step (wizard step)
5-6 RF rock step
7&8 RF coaster step

[9-16] Kick, step, shuffle cross, rock step ¼ to left, ½ turn, ½ turn
1-2 LF kick, LF stepping next to RF
3&4 RF shuffle cross in front of LF
5-6 LF Rock step with ¼ turn to left
7-8 LF pivot ½ turn to left, RF pivot ½ to left

[17-24] LF Coaster step, RF kick ball point, LF hitch ¼, LF coaster step, step ¼ turn to left
1&2 LF coaster step
3&4 RF Kick, RF stepping next to LF, LF point on the left side (kick ball point)
5 LF hitch with ¼ turn to the left
6&7 LF coaster step
8 RF step with ¼ pivot to left with a body wave

[25-32] LF touch, LF ¼ shuffle turn, RF ½ shuffle turn, LF coaster step, and step
1 LF touch beside RF (while ending the body wave)
2&3 LF shuffle ¼ pivot to left
4&5 RF shuffle ½ pivot to left
6&7 LF coaster step
&8 LF Part shuffle - Quick weight transfer on the right and retransfer on the left while moving

forward (and step)

Part B – LIKE THAT
[1-8] Jazz Box, Monterey ¼ turn, Monterey
1-4 RF jazz box
5-6 RF point to the right side, stepping RF next to the LF making a ¼ turn right
7-8 LF point to the left side, stepping LF next to RF

[9-16] RF point, hitch, step, LF point, hitch, step, out, out
1-3 RF point to right side, RF hitch, RF step next to LF
4-6 LF point to left side, LF hitch, LF step next to RF
7-8 RF out forward, LF out forward **Restart part A here during wall 8**

[17-24] RF back, LF behind, RF side, LF cross, RF point, RF cross, LF point, LF cross back
1-2 RF back, LF foot cross behind RF
3-4 RF side, LF cross over RF
5-6 RF point to the right side, RF cross over LF
7-8 LF point to left side, LF back cross behind RF

https://www.copperknob.co.uk/stepsheets/184997/i-like-it-like-that


[25-32] RF Back Rock, ¾ turn steps
1-2 Rock RF back, recover weight on LF
3-8 RF step, LF step, RF step, LF step, RF step, LF step (while doing a ¾ turn)


